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What began that night shocked Duke University and Durham, North Carolina.Â Â Â Â Â  And it

continues to captivate the nation: Â the Duke lacrosse team members' alleged rape of an

African-American stripper and the unraveling of the case against them.Â Â Â Â Â  In this

ever-deepening American tragedy, Stuart Taylor Jr. and KC Johnson argue, law enforcement, a

campaigning prosecutor, biased journalists, and left-leaning academics repeatedly refused to

pursue the truth while scapegoats were made of these young men, recklessly tarnishing their

lives.Â Â Â Â Â  The story harbors multiple dramas, including the actions of a DA running for office;

the inappropriate charges that should have been apparent to academics at Duke many months ago;

the local and national media, whoÂ were so slow to take account of the publicly available evidence;

and the appalling reactions of law enforcement, academia, and many black leaders.Â Â Â Â Â  Until

Proven Innocent is the only book that covers all five aspects of the case (personal, legal, academic,

political, and media) in a comprehensive fashion. Based on interviews with key members of the

defense team, many of the unindicted lacrosse players, and Duke officials, it is also the only book to

include interviews with all three of the defendants, their families, and their legal

teams.Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â  Taylor and Johnson's coverage of the Duke case was the earliest,

most honest, and most comprehensive in the country, and here they take the idiocies and

dishonesty of right- and left-wingers alike head on, shedding new light on the dangers of rogue

prosecutors and police and a cultural tendency toward media-fueled travesties of justice. The

context of the Duke case has vast import and contains likable heroes, unfortunate victims, and

memorable villains--and in its full telling, it is captivating nonfiction with broad political, racial, and

cultural relevance to our times.
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I've been captivated by the Duke Lacrosse Scandal since the indictments were first handed down. I

found KC's blog in August and looked forward to reading his insightful, intelligent, and down-to-earth

posts every day. I hoped his book would be just as organized and fun to read as his blog, and I

must say it hasn't let me down.It arrived yesterday and I muted everything to curl up with it after

school. It went very fast and had noticeable bits of KC's dry humor. It appropriately skewers the right

villains: the Gang of 88(+23) - there's no shortage of fodder here, revealed to be pseudo-intellects

(and scared punks unwilling to defend their words in unstaged public forums); Duke administration -

specifically Broadhead; the media - the NYT and Nancy Grace; and Nifong. It does not skewer the

NC politicians who sat back and did nothing as much as I think they deserve. My *only* issue with

the book, as well as in his blog, is the Steve Monks affair. The book has speculated, without any

evidence, and none brought to light in the book, that Monks had some ulterior motive for running,

other than being a deluded person. I really can't reach that conclusion based on the scant

mentionings that KC and Stuart have alluded to. Other than that, I feel that the other speculated

motivations put forth in the book are fair (i.e. the motivation of the G88) considering the context.I

think it's fitting that this book was released a few days after Nifong was sentenced to his symbolic

stint in jail. The real bottom line of the book is that affects of Nifong's actions reach far beyond the

court. Nifong's narcissism exposed the pervasive bias in media, on college campuses, and among

our most influential and the unchecked power prosecutors have.

This is a story of 21st Century America. A woman claims she was raped and sodomized by three

young men. The men are all young, white and members of the Duke University lacrosse team, a

sport presumed by many to be played only by the rich. Their accuser is black, the unmarried mother

of two children, a stripper and perhaps a prostitute as well. Within days, a large swath of the

left-leaning mainstream media, left-wing Duke faculty and an aggressive white District Attorney

seeking the votes of a largely black population are declaring the guilt of the three Duke lacrosse

players. Justice be damned; this to them is an issue of class, race and gender. KC Johnson is a

history professor at Brooklyn College and CUNY. Thousands of people, including myself, became

familiar with him through his blog, Durham-in-Wonderland, which chronicled the events in this

outrageous travesty of twisted law enforcement, political correctness, biased reportage and racial



politics. Stuart Taylor, Jr. is a columnist for the National Journal and a contributing editor for

Newsweek. Outrage is present on every page in measured tones as the authors outline the

depradations of Mike Nifong, the man who willingly incited Durham's black population in a quest for

their votes by referring to the victim's allegations as true, by calling the Duke lacrosse players

"privileged white boys", by asking why would the targets of a rampaging DA hire lawyers if they had

done nothing wrong, publicizing untrue details of a non-existent crime and worse. But Nifong, who

was ultimately disbarred for his prejudicial comments and his subsequent withholding of exculpatory

evidence is only part of the story.

UNTIL PROVEN INNOCENT: POLITICAL CORRECTNESS AND THE SHAMEFUL INJUSTICES

OF THE DUKE LACROSSE RAPE CASE. UNTIL PROVEN INNOCENT is more terrifying than any

thriller you will read this year. Stuart Taylor, Jr., and KC Johnson trace what happened when three

young men were falsely accused of rape. Rather than being defended by Duke University, they

were defamed, threatened with castration, thrown to the rogue prosecutor. Many Duke professors

as the "Group of 88" egged on the mob who had begun to harass the lacrosse players. There were

almost no heroes at Duke, although a very few professors ultimately spoke out against the rush to

judgment which proved to be a rush to the wrong judgment. The women's lacrosse coach Kerstin

Kimel is depicted here as the kind of person you wish you had been when you look back at a crisis

you lived through. Her decency and bravery shine in this dark book. KC Johnson is another kind of

hero: the American professor who sensed that something wrong was going on at Duke and set out

to document the events in a blog that ultimately helped turn the tide against the Duke mob. One of

the most terrifying sections of this book shows that rather than being punished after the truth was

undeniable these professors in the Group of 88 were rewarded with greater control of Duke

committees. One of the most exciting sections shows how bloggers became heroes when the

national media, including Nancy Grace and the New York Times, had joined the mob. This section

gives hope that other national lies will be exposed promptly and exposed repeatedly until the

country pays attention. The times have changed for the better in this regard even if the Times has

not.
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